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HARMAN OVER-THE-AIR TECHNOLOGY

“RAINY DAY” SCENARIOS

Scenario Mitigation

Network Access Disruption Guarantees a complete download, continuing from where the update got cut-off without requiring a 

full retransmit

Lack of Device Resources Verifying resource availability prior to initiating an update, and deferring update in case of insufficient 

resources availability

Mismatch of Source Code Verifying device’s source code is identical to the source used to generate the delta prior to 

installation

Update Package Tempering Verifying deployment package and update file have not been tampered with during the download and 

prior to installation, using key signature of the package and each individual update inside it

Update Interruption Patented “Failsafe” mechanism assures update always finishes once started, even if interrupted 

midway through the update and flash write process

Mismatch of Target Version Verifying that the outcome of the update is bit-for-bit identical to the original target image, or else 

initiate ‘revertible update’

Software Updated Manually Collecting real-time software inventory to assure vehicle software version matches that registered in 

the server
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HARMAN OVER-THE-AIR TECHNOLOGY

MORE “RAINY DAY” SCENARIOS

Scenario Mitigation

Impersonating Server Authenticating the server initiating the update process is a legitimate one, using encryption and key-

management-system (e.g. Cisco, ESCRIPT)

Denial-of-Service Attacks 

(DDOS)

Client is responsible to initiate the interaction, and is never in listening mode, hence not susceptible 

to DDOS

Update Failure Client tracks and logs every step in the process, and can transmit the full log back to the server for 

analysis

Cyber Attacks to Change 

OTA Settings

DM tree can be encrypted each time it is written to disk, keys can be stored in any secured location 

A New and Unknown Attack Redbend solution can update itself, and implement new mitigations

Whatever else “Dry Run” mode ensure that the update will succeed (takes time, rarely used)


